Global Barrier Services
Slipcoat-IRC™ Application Instructions
Asphalt Truck Box
1. Equipment
*

Powered or hand (pump up type) spray system.

*

Make sure the spray tip is clear of any debris.

2. Product
•

Make sure the Slipcoat IRC™ product is at least 60-70 degrees F or higher for optimal viscosity.

•

DO NOT mix the product with water – Slipcoat IRC™ is delivered ready to use.

3. Location
*

Whenever possible, apply the Slipcoat IRC™ product in an area protected from wind and rain.

*

If using a powered spray system, make sure there is appropriate power available for the spray
pump system at your application site.

4. Surface Inspection & Preparation
*

Inspect the surface to be treated with Slipcoat IRC™ for debris (asphalt, dirt, fines, etc.) and
clean out if more than 10% of the application area is not clear.

*

The surface should be as clean and dry as possible prior to application.

*

The Slipcoat IRC™ product should be applied directly to the metal surface of the truck box.

DO NOT APPLY OVER SNOW, ICE OR WATER.
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5. Application
*

If using a powered system, turn the pump system on.

*

Using the wand applicator, spray ALL of the interior surfaces of the truck box with a light
coating of Slipcoat IRC™.
DO NOT OVER APPLY. A 20 – 25 ton asphalt truck box will requires no more than 1.5 – 2 pints
of product.

*

Make sure that the corners of the box and any other area where build-up might begin are well
coated.

*

The Slipcoat IRC™ product should be applied much like spray paint – if you start to see the
product dripping/running down the sides and/or pooling in the bottom of the box, stop
applying.

*

If there is any debris in the box, apply extra product around the edges. Slipcoat IRC™ will
penetrate underneath and the debris will release on the next dump.

*

The equipment should be sprayed after each of the first 3 consecutive loads. This will allow
the product to sufficiently penetrate the surface of the equipment, allowing spray volume and
frequency to be reduced.

*

After applying after each of the first 3 loads, monitor the equipment after each subsequent load
and re-apply as necessary.

*

Log the time and amount required for each spray.

*

Log the number of loads between the last seasoning spray (first three consecutive applications)
and when build-up starts to become evident – this will determine the number of loads between
applications.
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IMPORTANT
DO NOT apply to walkways, ladders, steps, hand-rails or any other surface/area that it may pose a slip
hazard
DO NOT apply to lights, windows or other glass/translucent surfaces
Be aware of and clean up any overspray or spilled product

STORAGE OF THE SLIPCOAT IRC™ PRODUCT
Store the Slipcoat IRC™ product in a protected area.
Store the spray wand and pump equipment in a protected area where it will not be damaged or collect
dirt/debris in the spray tip.

Product Support Contact Information:
Global Barrier Services, Inc.
1001 Avenida Pico, Suite C-433, San Clemente, CA 92673
Tel. 949 542 7440
Email. info@globalbarrierservices.com

